
Another update from OSASF!

Howdy Y'all:
 
Nothing to say - lockdown continues. Matches cancelled. There are hints that restrictions may be
eased early if numbers are better than expected. Nothing definitive, so things stay as they are for
now. Maybe more news next week.

Rule Review 

The stage description states that after shooting the ten rifle shots the shooter is to make a rifle
reload and shoot a bonus target.  There is NO penalty for a miss.

The shooter finds he doesn’t have any ammo on him for the bonus reload and moves on to the
shotgun.  Suggested calls are:

1. No call as it has a no miss target.
2. Procedure as he didn't follow stage procedures. 
3. Penalty for Failure to engage. 
4. The handbook says it will be a miss for every target shooter doesn't have ammo for. But

the reload target is a no miss target... so no call?
5. Spirit of the game.
6. Another opinion: I don't know why this is being made so hard.  Seems pretty simple. 

Stage calls for 11 rounds, shooter only fires 10.  5 second penalty for the unfired
round.  It's no different than when a shooter jacks out a round and chooses not to reload. 
It doesn't matter that the target was a "no miss" target because you are not giving a miss. 
They are getting a 5 second penalty for the unfired round.  That is a separate penalty
even though it is scored the same as a miss.

 The right call:  The Range Operations Committee (ROC) ruled that it was a 5 second penalty for
the unfired round (plus the loss of the 5-second bonus).

This is a particularly good reason to not have bonus targets in a match as per SASS
recommendations.  For competitive shooters, as soon as one person gets the 5 second bonus, it
is a required target to stay competitive.  On the other hand, an average shooter can take at least 5
second to reload plus time to shoot.  What if they then miss the target.  A shooter who passes on
the bonus then has an advantage.
 
Now a test.
This question was recently posted on the SASS Instructor Wire.   If a shooter trips and falls with
pistol in hand on their own accord, i.e. no RO interference and they still has pistol in hand but part
of barrel is touching the ground and they did not break the 170° what would the call be?  
Would it be a no call because they still have control, still in hand, or a DQ?  This was discussed in
the last couple of months.  Do you remember?

Answer next week.

You can get my latest covid updates here.
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The classifieds are still active in spite of the lack of matches - check things out. 

You can help fight the gun ban by supporting advocacy groups such as The Gun Blog The
Canadian Shooting Sports Association, The Canadian Coalition for Firearms Rights or the
National Firearms Association (among others). If you want to donate to any of the legal
proceedings fighting the bans, there is info here.

Next Matches: Covid lockdown - not until June at the earliest - stay tuned!

Details are on the OSASF Website
Contact us here
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